
We are the ones 
with the switches.  
But we’re so  
much more.
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We are Gira.  
We are the ones with the switches.  
But we’re so much more. 

Future-oriented. 
Certified. 
Responsible. 

We’re the guardians, innovators,  
Smart Home pioneers, developers,  
systems thinkers, KNX partners,  
shapers of the future, patent masters,  
award winners and designers. 

But above all, we’re the ones  
who listen.  
To you. 

Subtle, but smart.  
With distinct focus on quality,  
materials and functions.  
And the driving force of innovation. 

In our hearts, we are engineers  
on a mission to inspire.  
With new technologies,  
smart applications, and  
impressive attention to detail. 

We will always work our hardest  
to find the best solution for you.  
With service, design and performance  
made in Germany. 

Because that is what we stand for. 
And have been standing for since 1905.



“ Every innovation can only ever be  
a  response – a response to  
what drives each and every product 
 development: people.”

Dirk Giersiepen 

Managing Partner

And  
in between,  
we turn  
on life.
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Where intelligence 
and emotion 
complement  
each other.
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Innovation is not about what we can do, 

but rather about doing everything we can 

do in order that you can do something.

We must not concentrate on the technology 

in the room, but instead on the life that takes 

place inside it. This is why Gira has developed 

a flexible product that can continuously adapt 

to the user’s needs, constantly developed and 

also be expanded later. The award-winning 

design can be adapted to changing conditions 

and interior design concepts without 

changing the central elements at the core. 

Humans are mobile, networked and self-determined. 
Their demands are increasing – especially within 
their own four walls. Gira is not only keeping pace 
with this development, it is always one step ahead 
with its Smart Home products and focus on 
persons and their needs.

Today is the new tomorrow.

What is decided today must still be valid 

tomorrow, or be able to adapt to new 

conditions. It must be smart. Be modular. 

After all, it is not every day you select the 

nervous system for your house.
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For quick installation and retrofitting without 

a minimum of installation work. Control light, 

blinds and heating conveniently, even when 

you're on the move, using the Gira eNet App. 

And always have a perfect overview of all  

the functions.

With us, the choice 

is yours. Regardless 

of whether it is a 

renovation project  

or a new building: 

Gira offers a flexible 

modular system for 

all construction or 

economic require-

ments, which can be 

individually adapted 

to your options or 

future plans.

Controls 

— Lighting

— Measuring electrical energy

— Blind / roller shutter / awning

— Scenes

— Heating

Controls 

— Lighting 

— Blind / roller shutter / awning

— Heating

Operation using

— Switching and button top units 

— Motion detector

—  App for smartphone and tablet

Operation using 

— Multi-touch display G1

—  App for smartphone and tablet

—  Voice command

— Wireless wall transmitter

— Wireless hand-held transmitter

— Wireless switching and dimming top unit

— Wireless button

eNet SMART HOMESystem 3000

Smart life. 
Based on a systematic approach.

The perfect introduction to your Smart Home: 

control light, shade and heating from the 

sofa via Bluetooth or simulate absence by 

setting lighting and blind operating times.

Komfort (Bluetooth) Komfort (wireless)
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Network your house and program personal 

scenes for the lights, blinds, temperature or 

music.

The HomeServer manages and logs 

information in your house comprehensively: 

climate, multimedia devices, security and  

if you like, even your sprinkler system.

 Operation using  

— Multi-touch display Gira G1 

— Pushbutton sensor

—  App for smartphone and tablet

Controls 

— Lighting 

— Window and door monitoring

— Heating / ventilation / air conditioning

— Measurement and control

— Blinds / roller shutters / awning

— Audio

— Value input

— Scenes

— Browser integration

— Diagrams

— Camera

— Messages

— RSS feed reader

— Weather forecast

Controls 

— Lighting 

— Window and door monitoring

— Heating / ventilation / air conditioning

— Measurement and control

— Blinds / roller shutters / awning

— Audio

— Value input

— Scenes

— Browser integration

— Camera

— Weather forecast

Operation using  

— Multi-touch display Gira G1

— Pushbutton sensor

—  App for smartphone and tablet

Gira Home ServerX1

Premium (KNX) High End (KNX)
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More than just on and off.  
Our operating concepts 
also take networking in 
account.
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Intelligence adapts 

to the environment? 

Ours controls it.

Regardless of 

whether it’s an eNet 

or KNX system:  

With the intelligent 

G1 operating 

element, lights, 

blinds, heating  

and much more  

can be controlled 

intuitively. Using  

a timer,you can 

pre-programselected 

functions and also 

use a presence 

simulation when 

you’re away to 

protect against 

burglary.

Mood 

preprogrammed 

with an app. 

No matter which 

system you choose: 

All settings are 

under control with 

Gira App: blind and 

light control, door 

communication and 

security systems. 

Already created 

timeprograms are 

easy to operate  

and set. Conveniently 

on the sofa or on  

the go.

You have all the 

options. With just a 

single touch.

With the Gira  

KNX pushbutton 

sensor 4, you can 

control the heating, 

air conditioning, 

blinds and lights. 

And you can not 

only control 

individual elements, 

you can also call  

up entire room 

scenarios. A single 

touch is enough  

to check your home 

onthe enlarged 

operating surface 

with a pleasant feel. 

An integrated 

humidity sensor and 

the connection for 

external temperature 

sensors make  

the elegant sensor  

a multifunctional 

genius.
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When light  
takes shape.

Light has a strong influence on our well-being. 
To create a high level of living comfort, we 
should be able to adapt the ambience to our 
individual wishes. Bring more of the day into 
the night. Or night into day.

Dim the lights.  

Not the comfort.

The Gira dimmer 

ensures a pleasant 

ambience with its 

infinitely variable 

setting, while also 

saving energy.

Light is limitless. 

Now controlling it  

is too.

With our Gira light 

control, rooms can 

be accentuated 

atmospherically or 

precisely illuminated. 

Gira offers a 

multitude of 

operating options, 

depending on the 

system: You have 

the choice of 

whether you want  

to switch or dim 

manually or whether 

you prefer to control 

the light via app or 

touch.
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360° presence. 

Every step  

of the way.

Cover a complete 

area with the Gira 

presence and 

motion detector 

360° Bluetooth top 

unit. It is simply 

installed under the 

ceiling. This presence 

detector leaves  

the light on even if 

there is sporadic 

movement. 

The device can be 

easily and conven-

iently parametrised 

via the Bluetooth 

App.

Feel safe all around.

With its new tech-

nology, the Gira Cube 

motion detector 

ensures compre-

hensive security  

in outdoor areas. 

Sensors for the 

detection of thermal 

movement cause  

the outdoor lighting 

to be switched on 

automatically.

The Gira Cube 

motion detector can 

be flexibly mounted 

on the ceiling or on 

the wall. With its 

hidden cover, it can 

limit the detection 

range as required.

Bring more light 

into the dark.

Particularly sensitive, 

digital sensors 

ensure reliable  

and error-free 

motion detection.  

In addition to 

automatic lighting 

control, entire light 

scenes – as well  

as heating, air 

conditioning or 

blinds – can be 

activated as soon  

as a person enters, 

and then switched 

back off.
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Where there is 
shadow, there is 
also light.

Be the conductor  

of day and night.

Adapted to all 

weather conditions, 

blinds help to 

stabilisethe climate 

in the room and  

save energy. With 

the corresponding 

top unit, you can 

choose the type of 

operationyourself: 

manual, automatic 

or with an app.

For easy control of 

blinds, shutters and 

awnings, the Gira 

System 3000 offers 

you a choice of 

different top units: 

from manual control 

to Bluetooth control 

via an app to time-

dependent control. 

Let the sun in. Or enjoy the cool  
shade. Automatically controlled or  
self-determined. Just one blind?  
Sun tamer. Mind reader. Climate friend.

With the touch-

sensitive display 

device of the blind 

timer switch, travel 

times can be defined, 

applied and thus a 

presence also 

simulated.

The integrated astro 

function dynamically 

adjusts the times to 

sunrise and sunset 

as well as to daylight 

saving time. 

Brand world  /  Shading
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Everything for 
a good climate. 
And a clear 
conscience.
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Imagine a place where the weather 
doesn't matter. A room with warmth, 
affection and a rejuvenating effect,  
so pleasantly tempered and well-
ventilated that you don’t even notice  
its existence. But you are happy to  
be there nonetheless.

Well tempered  

and enduring.

With its integrated 

heating and cooling 

program, the Gira 

room temperature 

controller not only 

ensures the perfect 

temperature, it is 

also the most 

intelligent way of 

controlling individual 

rooms based on 

your needs, while 

saving costs and 

resources, for 

example in case of 

absence or reduced 

use.

Simply take a deep 

breath.

Thermal insulation 

combined with 

excessive humidity 

can cause mould  

to develop in rooms. 

The Gira hygrostat  

is a reliable aid for 

controlling the 

humidity in rooms, 

regulating the room 

climate and thus 

contributing to the 

value retention of 

the property.

Good air makes for 

a good mood.

The Gira room air 

CO₂ sensor monitors 

the CO₂ concentra-

tion of your rooms 

and thus ensures 

well-being. The air 

quality is indicated 

by LEDs in traffic 

light colours.

If a limit value is 

exceeded, windows 

can be opened 

automatically or fans 

can be switched on, 

for example.
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The home of 
security.
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To ensure you can enjoy your home 
care-free, Gira offers a wide range  
of security components that let you  
can lean back and relax.

A door steward that 

is also good-looking.

The System 106  

not only has great 

design. With its 

video function, 

pictures of contact 

persons can be 

captured even 

during an absence. 

With the Gira DCS 

mobile App, you can 

also see, talk to  

and open doors for 

your visitor on your 

smartphone while 

on the go. 

Let yourself be 

guided. By your 

socket outlet.

A good combi-

nation – the Gira 

SCHUKO socket 

outlet with  

LED orientation  

light offers two 

advantages:  

power and light. 

Thanks to a small 

recessed light strip, 

a bright corridor of 

light is automatically 

created on the floor 

in the dark, helping 

children to orientate 

themselves safely in 

the dark and easing 

their fear of the dark. 

Available in different 

design lines. 

You can find more information  

on this topic on our website.

 Security: 
 gira.com/increased-safety

 Door intercoms:
 gira.com/doorcommunication

 Door communication configurator:
 dcsconfigurator.gira.com

Proactive hospitality.

The surface-mounted 

video home station 7 

combines a high level 

of operating comfort 

with excellent 

display quality and 

practical speaker-

phone function. 

This way you can 

see who's at the 

door beforehand. 

What has long been 

standard in the 

automotive industry 

is now also offered 

by Gira for home 

automation: 

Keyless In products, 

with which you can 

grant keyless access 

to your home simply 

at the touch of a 

finger or with a 

code.
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Rely on proven 
security. Don’t  
leave it to chance.

Know where to go.

The Gira LED 

orientation light 

makes it possible to 

find your way safely 

in the dark with the 

selective illumination 

of stairs, corridors 

and outdoor paths. 

Gira offers various 

LED products  

to match the Gira 

design lines. 

For all products,  

LED technology 

guarantees a long 

service life and 

economical power 

consumption. The 

LED lights can be 

expanded to create 

versatile information 

signs using icons 

and inscriptions. 

Quality can  

protect life.

It is therefore all the 

more important that 

no compromises are 

made. This is why 

Gira produces its 

Basic Q and Dual Q 

smoke alarm devices 

as well as the 

wireless smoke 

detector according 

to the highest 

standards. The 

Q-label stands for 

tested quality, 

durability and the 

reduction of false 

alarms. They can 

detect fires before 

they start by the 

density of smoke 

particles and can  

be converted for 

operation at the 

230 V power supply 

at any time.

Security starts  

with data.

To ensure that not 

only your home,  

but also your data 

transmission is 

secure, the Gira S1 

remote access 

module enables you 

to access the control 

system of your  

KNX Smart Home 

securely from 

anywhere. 

Thanks to encrypted 

communication, 

blinds can be 

controlled, lights 

switched off or 

camera images 

checked remotely. 

And all this with  

the comfort of 

knowing that no  

one else can  

access your data

Brand world  /  Security
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You won’t believe 
your ears.

Put the day behind you. Or the 
night. Crank it up or kick back.  
In either case, do it to your 
favourite music. 

Brand world  /  Entertainment



Perfect 

entertainment.

The sound expe-

rience of the Gira 

flush-mounted radio 

in the bathroom  

or kitchen ensures  

you are always  

well informed and 

entertained.

The Gira G1 can 

connect to your 

multimedia systems 

and operate them 

from anywhere with 

a touch. Or by voice 

control via Alexa.

With the tap of a 

finger, the Sonos 

sound system in 

your living room is 

controlled by the 

Gira G1 or Gira X1 

App. Now that's 

music to your ears. 
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Unlimited flexibility.

55 mm

55 mm
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55 × 55 mm. Just a square? Or a whole world?  
The Gira System 55 with its standardised,  
square basic dimensions functions like a modular 
system and offers unlimited flexibility with seven 
design lines and more than 300 functions. Even  
the sub sequent exchange of frames and colour 
variations is possible without any problems.  
A real wish generator.

You can find more information  

on this topic on our website.

 gira.com/designlines
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Design configurator 

for Android

Design configurator 

for iOS

Combine design 

and function.

Since it was 

launched, Gira's 

System 55 has been 

continuously refined 

and expanded with 

new functions that 

make your home 

ready for the future.

You can choose from 

over 300 functional 

inserts for lights, 

blinds, heating and 

room climate control, 

for socket outlets, 

the Gira home 

station and a large 

assortment of  

data connection 

technology.

Thanks to the 

modular system, you 

get a standardised 

design or, if desired, 

individual accents  

in the room. Simply 

put together your 

design online 

yourself at:  

designconfigurator.

gira.com
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In other countries the product range may differ from the range 
shown here, or other specifications may apply.
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Design configurator 

With the Gira Design 

Configurator you 

can combine all  

Gira design lines 

with functions of 

your choice. The 

personally configured 

product can then be 

viewed live in your 

own four walls and 

saved. Simply test at:  

designconfigurator.

gira.com

The focus of  
all of our efforts?  
You.

Innovator. System finder. Future shaper. Gira 
develops products that lead the way in technology 
and design. We make rooms think; we give 
technology a heartbeat; we take responsibility for  
the future and shape it. Our benchmark for this?  
The individual requirements of our customers.  
That means you.
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G-Pulse

The interactive 

design magazine 

from Gira provides 

ideas and inspiration 

for current topics  

in home design, 

smart technology, 

architecture,  

light and lifestyle:  

g-pulse.com

Social media

Follow the  

Gira Community:

DCS Configurator

With the user-

friendly Gira door 

communication 

configurator, finding 

the right system 

components for your 

future door intercom 

system is as easy as 

ABC. Simply go to: 

dcsconfigurator. 

gira.com

System integrators 

and KNX experts

For comprehensive 

system consulting or 

for assistance with 

building automation, 

we offer support 

from system inte-

grators and KNX 

experts. More 

information at:  

gira.com/ 

systemintegrators

Contacts

You can find 

contacts in your 

region at:  

gira.com/country

Inscription service

The Gira inscription 

service provides 

neat, uniform 

inscriptions for your 

doorbell inscription 

labels or pushbutton 

sensors, for example. 

Laser inscriptions 

are supplied via your 

electrical engineering 

firm. Simply order 

online at: 

marking.gira.com

Showrooms

Where our brand 

comes to life: You 

can view, touch and 

try out our products 

in a large number  

of Gira showrooms:  

gira.com/showrooms
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Being innovative means thinking 
beyond your own four walls.

“Made by Diversity”

Gira has been producing products at its 

location in Radevormwald for more than  

100 years. The company is fully committed to 

the “Made in Germany” quality standard. 

This is what 1,250 employees from 27 

nations work for – each and every one of 

them with different talents, individual 

expertise, wide-ranging experiences and 

different life stories. This diversity – 

supported by common values – is the basis 

for our creativity, innovative strength and 

viability for the future.

Gira is a family-run company, 
and has been for four genera-
tions. It’s what keeps us at  
the forefront of residential 
technology, revolutionising 
the market with innovative 
prod ucts and system 
solutions.

Innovative technology  

meets excellent design

Gira has always aspired to combine maximum 

functionality and reliability in a unique design. 

With a host of international design awards to 

their name, our stylish product lines set new 

standards in development and innovation.

DESIGN 
AWARD
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Subject to technical modifications.

Any colour variations between the images in this product 

information and the product are due to printing 

processes and cannot be avoided.

Shaping the future also means doing everything possible 

to protect the environment in which we want to live in 

the future. When creating this brochure, Gira supported 

the idea of sustainability by handling resources 

responsibly and using environmentally sound materials. 

The paper used is FSC® certified and is made of at least 

60 % recycled paper.

www.sustainability.gira.com 
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Gira 

Giersiepen GmbH & Co. KG

Electrical installation

systems

Industriegebiet Mermbach

Dahlienstrasse

42477 Radevormwald

P.O. Box 12 20

42461 Radevormwald

Germany

Phone +49 2195 602-0

Fax  +49 2195 602-119

www.gira.com
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